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on the water, he'll be competing in three events - two singles and a team of two - and will also handle some presentations. the 2009 bassmaster classic is over, and i'm sure the
best 12 anglers are busy analyzing the tournament and their own data. i don't think anyone in the sport wants to relive it, especially since they had their spots sewn up by last

june. in 2003, we had about 25 or 30 boats in the top 10, with almost all of the boats standing within a few spots of each other. of course, a few boats did very well. phil parsons,
for example, won the bassmaster classic in a record-setting 28.1-pound limit. but, overall, it was a very tight race in 2003. the first time i fished bass, it was a rough day for me. i
didn't know what i was doing. i just didn't have the right equipment or know what i was doing. over time i've learned to build a better, more consistent rod. i've learned to match
rods to hooks, but i have yet to learn how to match rods to people. the right guy can make all the difference. i think the biggest weakness to the bass'n gal is really a strength:
the social side of fishing. the bass'n gal really is a small community of people. they all know each other, and they all want to get together. it's a pretty sweet thing, and i think

the reason why is because they share all the same interests. i think it's a great thing, but i think that it can also be a weakness. i think that can be a good thing too; i think that's
a strength of the bass'n gal, that it's not only a tournament, it's a community. and i think that it's a great thing for everyone to share in and to make all the time, but i also think

that it can be a weakness as well, and i think that's the reason why we're not as strong as we should be.
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the 7th world freestyle bass championship was held in japan in 2003, with norway's hans kolstad (37, 3.10) finishing with the highest number of points for the event. the number
one ranked angler had a perfect tournament, winning all his matches and scoring a perfect 749 points. world bass federation director mike matheson told bass'n gal that he was

very excited to host the first ever skipjacks extreme fishing championship. the tournament will be staged at the skipjacks resort in torrance, calif. in may 2003. as the
tournament began, the women for the first time split the fish into different species groups. the bow-legged ladies of bassmaster elite series (b.e.s.) were scattered all over the

spectrum. the ladies at the top of the food chain ranged from average to world-class. among the first-day amateurs were four of the top 10 women in the world. eight of the top
10 women are in the first-day amateurs. the most notable names are seeded leaders helen sevier and kelsi danielson. danielson is ranked sixth in the world. the following

summer, a slew of sponsorships was doled out for the 2004 season. the top-tier sponsorships for the 2004 season are the elite series, women's b.e.s., women's bass anglers
federation and the following year's bassmaster classic, which will be the first women-only competition. the lower-end sponsorships for the 2004 season are for the women's bass
federation and the bassmaster opens. now, he's moving up to the elite division, the top club in the bassmaster series. the three-day event kicks off july 12 in lismore, n.y. harold

will fish the tournament with a crew of 10 that includes staff members from fishin' talents and ebi angler services, a company he owns. 5ec8ef588b
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